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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

In February 2018 human bones were accidentally unearthed during physical works 

for water and sewer reticulation for a high density housing development at Kinross 

Ext 30, Govan Mbeki Municipality, Mpumalanga Province. A comprehensive 

community engagement processes was followed in terms of Section 36(5) of the 

National Heritage Resources Act (No 25/1999)  to find clues as to the identity of the 

deceased. The human remains appeared to have been interred not in the recent 

past; there were no leads about the identity of the deceased.  

 

The South Heritage Resources Agency issued a permit for the reburial of the 

remains at Embhalenhle Cemetery in Secunda. Reburial took place on 23 

September 2019. Grave No. C21-276.  Lat:  26°34'22.00"S Long: 29° 4'33.70"E. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Archaeological & Heritage Services Africa (AHSA) Pty Ltd was appointed by Abaziyo 

Consulting Engineers to carry out a Phase II Heritage Impact Assessment following 

the chance discovery of bones in three locations during trenching for the installation 

of water and sewer reticulation for the Kinross Ext 30 housing development project. 

Phase II Heritage Impact Assessment (HIA) is a mitigation procedure to protect 

heritage resources, and to make sure that if the project has to continue, it does not 

cause further damage to heritage resources.   

 

Several streams of work were undertaken as follows:  

(i) Conduct a Phase II Heritage Impact assessment including a desktop 

screening process for possible occurrence of fossils.   

(ii) Identification of bones which had been found at three sites within the 

development area. 

(iii) Conducting archaeological test excavations as a verification process for 

three more sites suspected to be burials. This brought the total to six the 

number of sites intensively investigated.   

 

2. FINDINGS OF THE INVESTIGATIONS 

Human bones were found in excavated earth on the western part of the area of 

development. A decision was taken to move the bones to a formal cemetery in 

accordance with Section 36 of the National Heritage Resources Act (No 25 / 1999) 

and SAHRA guidelines on the treatment of human remains. This entailed a public 

participation process to identify the next-of-kin of the deceased or any other person(s) 

that might have had information to assist in the identification of the deceased, after 

which an application was lodged with the South African Heritage Resources Authority 

(SAHRA) for the issue of a permit for reburial of the human remains.  
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3. MILESTONES  

 ACTIVITY STATUS 

1 Heritage Impact Assessment and Excavations 

undertaken 

Completed July 2018 

2 Police Report and the human bones taken for safe 

custody at the University of Pretoria 

8 August 2018 

3 First Planning Meeting for relocation of the human 

bones 

10 Jan 2019 

4 Notification letters sent to Govan Mbeki Municipality, 

SAPS and Ward Councillors 

10 Jan 3019 

5 Public Notice appeared in the Ridge Times of 23 

January 2019. The Ridge Times is a locally 

circulating weekly paper published in Secunda.  

25 Jan 2019 

6 Planning meeting held on 29 Jan 2019. Potential 

informants identified in Embhalenhle and Leandra 

29 Jan 2019 

7 Planning meeting held on 28 Feb 2019 after which 

the informants in Leandra were interviewed.  

28 Feb/1 March 2019 

8 SAPS issued Confirmation Letter 28 February 2019 

9 Govan Mbeki Municipality issued consent letter 2 April 2019 

10  Interview of informant Bishop Daniel Sibande from 

Embalenhle 

25 April 2019 

11 Application lodged with SAHRA for permit for reburial 

of the human bones in a formal cemetery  

30 May 2019 

12 SAHRA issued reburial permit   
 

21 August 2019 

13 Maziya Funeral Services, Embalenhle engaged 5 September 2019 

14 Emergency meeting of the Project Steering 

Committee  

17 September 2019 

15 Reburial, with ceremony, tombstone erected  23 September 2019 
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4. SOME OBSERVATIONS ON THE PUBLIC PARTICIPATION PROCESS 

Public consultation for the identification of unknown graves, burials grounds or 

human remains where they have been found in the course of development, or must 

be relocated to pave way for a project is required in terms of Section  36 (5)(b) of the 

National Heritage Resources Act. In practice methods and tools used in the field 

depend on local social and political conditions. Kinross Township including the 

neighbourhood is a volatile area, which has experienced social unrest connected 

with service delivery and low levels of employment among the youth. The Kinross 

Unemployment Forum (KAUF) is an association of youths seeking employment 

quotas to be reserved for local youths in any development project in the area. 

Abaziyo Consulting Engineers had been proactively engaging with KAUF, even 

inviting them to attend project steering committee meetings. In the process they were 

satisfied that the issue of the human remains had been handled in accordance with 

the prescripts of the law. In taking the public consultation forward and addressing the 

broader community it was not possible under the prevailing public mood to call for 

open public meetings. A public notice was published in the local newspaper, the 

Ridge Times, as required.  

 

Public consultation was managed under the auspice of the Project Steering 

Committee. The committee members including officials from the Govan Mbeki 

Municipality and a Ward Councillor identified people who had lived at the site of the 

development for oral interviews as potential informants. The Govan Mbeki Municipality 

wrote a letter of consent for the relocation of the human remains subject to a thorough 

public participation process being undertaken to identify the deceased or the next-of-

kin of the deceased.  

 

Several informants were approached in Leslie (Leandra) and Embalenhle (Secunda) 

Townships as pointed out by the officials from the Govan Mbeki Local Municipality 

and the local Ward Councillor, Ms Rose Nkabinde. Oral interviews subsequently 

carried did not provide any clues as to the identity of the deceased.  

 

SAPS duly wrote a letter of acknowledgement with no objection to the plan.  
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5. EMERGENCY MEETING OF THE PROJECT STEERING COMMITTEE  

After SAHRA issued a permit to reinter the human remains, and significant planning 

progress made to this end, it was necessary for the Project Steering Committee to 

meet to keep its members up to speed with the programme and the desired 

outcomes. An emergency meeting was held on 19 September 2019 highlighting the 

urgency to bring the matter to conclusion without further delay. Opening the meeting 

Eng. Sithole on behalf of Abaziyo Consulting Engineers outlined the housing 

project’s socio-economic objectives, the circumstances of the human bones, and 

subsequent investigations undertaken mindful of the prescripts of the heritage Act.  

 

The heritage specialist Dr Edward Matenga gave a project status report. He said that 

a comprehensive public participation process has been duly followed as the deceased 

was unknown and the matter had been in public spotlight. A public notice was 

published in the Ridge Times with a window period of 30 days to allow the public to 

come forward with information that could assist in the identification of the deceased. 

Even as the notice expired at the end of February 2019, the opportunity remained for 

anyone to bring evidence until the permit was issued in August 2019. 

 

A local undertaker had been appointed as required by SAHRA to conduct funeral rites 

during reburial. Dr Matenga said that all protocols as regulated had been duly followed; 

the process was transparent and above board. SAHRA had thus issued a formal 

permit for the reburial as the application satisfied minimum standards stipulated. 

 

Dr Matenga said that Councillor Rose Nkabinde had requested to be given copy of the 

reburial permit and supporting documents so that she advised her principals in 

Municipality. The documents were sent to the councillor as requested. Mr Dennis 

Masuku, head of the Burial Unit of the Govan Mbeki Municipality, expressed 

satisfaction that the processes followed were transparent. 

 

6. REBURIAL 

Reburial took place at Embalenhle Cemetery on Monday 23 September 2019. The 

proceedings were superintended by Archbishop C Ncongwane of the First Church 

Apostolic Congregation of Christ at Embalenhle (he is also the Regional Chairperson 

the Council of Churches). The funeral procession left Maziya Funeral Home at 
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Embalenhle at 10 30hrs (Lat: 26°32'32.80"S, Long:  29° 4'27.30"E), burial 

subsequently taking place at the cemetery with a Christian ceremony.  

 

The grave identification details are as follows: 

GRAVE NO COORDINATES PERIOD 

C21-276 26°34'22.00"S 29° 4'33.70"E Uncertain 
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Human remains from Kinross Ext 30 reinterred at Embalenhle Cemetery with 

headstone inscriptions: 

REMAINS OF AN UNIDENTIFIED PERSON FOUND AT KINROSS EXT 30  
LOCATION:  LAT: 26°25'04.2"S LONG: 029°05'37.8"E 

D.O.B:  UNKNOWN 
D.O.D:  UNKNOWN 

DATE OF SALVAGE:  JULY 2018 
DATE OF REBURIAL: SEPTEMBER 2019.  

R.I.P.  

HERITAGE SIGNIFICANCE  Section 36 of NHRA, human remains are held 

sacred. 

MITIGATION Reburied in a formal cemetery. 
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7. PHOTO CATALOGUE 

 

 

Figure 1: The undertaker laying the bones in the coffin. 
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Figure 2: The hearse leaving the funeral home. 

 

 

Figure 3: Arrival at the cemetery, Archbishop Ncongwane presiding.  
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Figure 4: The Archbishop perming funeral rites.  

 

 

Figure 5: The coffin being lowered into the grave shaft. 
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Figure 6: Funeral attendants sitting in a marque erected at the grave site.  

 

 

 

Figure 7: Closing prayer. 
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Figure8: Finished monument.  
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8. ATTENDANCE REGISTER 

 


